
9 thoughts on “My three favourite harnesses” 

1. Angela says: 

30/11/2011 at 17:07 Edit 

I have been using the Mekuti harness for my own dogs for years now. I bought my 
first when we adopted our sensitive Collie, because I wanted something he wasn’t 
able to back out of if he got scared and liked them so much I’ve bought them for all 

the other dogs since  

I like that they can be left on when the dog is off-lead too. They can run around, play, 
chase a ball etc. and the Mekuti harness doesn’t restrict that. 

I haven’t tried the other two, but I’m sure they are great too  

Angela 

Reply 

2. Janet Finlay says: 

30/11/2011 at 17:40 Edit 

Thanks Angela. A good point about them being able to be left on while they run 
around – much easier on a walk! The other two are similar in that too. I use all three 
types regularly with clients and on workshops – find that between them I can keep a 
reasonable number of harnesses and have something to pretty much fit any dog! 

Reply 

3. Christine says: 

01/12/2011 at 13:10 Edit 

I just added your web page to my bookmarks. I enjoy reading your posts. Thank you! 



Reply 

4. Inger Ekdahl says: 

01/12/2011 at 14:24 Edit 

Tried to contact those who sell the fleece harness. Want to buy one but have questions 
about the size. They have not responded yet. It’s been weeks now. Do you know 
anything about the sizes? 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

06/12/2011 at 10:10 Edit 

Hi Inger – there are 11 sizes – what kind of dog do you have? This is their 
size chart –http://www.xtradog.com/images/sizechart.pdf which also gives 
measuring instructions. Alex and Matt are usually very good at responding 
quickly so it might be worth getting back in touch with them if you still 
need help with the sizing after checking this. 
Reply 

5. kim schoorl says: 

30/12/2015 at 21:56 Edit 

Hi, 

I tried the xtradog harness. I got a medium size as it normally would fit a border 
collie. Unfortunately because my collie is just 26″ around his ribcage it was too big. 
He is very slight. I should have gone for small/medium size. I am going to try the 
mekuti harness as it gave sizes on the website. I couldn’t find sizes on xtradog site 
and also found it hard to pay them online and had to do so over the phone. Other than 
those issues the xtradog harness seemed good but a bit more expensive. 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

09/01/2016 at 17:22 Edit 



Xtradog have measuring instructions on their website but not always easiest 
to findhttp://www.xtra.dog/images/sizechart.pdf. But al three of these 
harness are very good so it is worth choosing the one that suits your dog 
best. 
Reply 

6. Jean watkins says: 

09/03/2016 at 11:24 Edit 

Hi i have husky which i take for a walk along side my mobility scooter,all normal 
harnesses slip round to the side which is uncomfortable for the dog pleases could you 
advise me of a solution please, thank you 

Reply 

o Janet Finlay says: 

11/03/2016 at 12:33 Edit 

None of these harnesses should slip if they fit properly. It sounds like you 
may have your harness too loose. You should be able to slide your fingers 
under it flat but no more. 

	  


